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Abstract— The ability and use of microwave life 

detection system to detect and search for the humans 

buried under rubble or collapsed building or laid behind 

multiple barriers has been investigated. Based on the 

movement and fluctuation of heart of a human under 

various layers of barriers and the detection ability of 

Doppler frequency a system has been proposed. This 

system operating at 1150MHz can remotely detect the 

behavior of the trapped alive person. The operation 

principle is based on the microwave signals reflected from 

the period moving part of a living person body such as 

heart or lungs. In this paper various parts of the 

microwave life detection system such as patch antenna, 

directional coupler, power amplifier and low noise 

amplifier and life detection system software are simulated 

using ADS2003A. In addition, by using the simulated 

software, an overall performance of system has been 

investigated.  

Keywords: X-band , Doppler Radar, ADS, Modulated Beam, 

Simulation, Remote Control, Patch Antenna, Directional Coupler. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, various parts of the world are faced by natural 

disasters (i.e. landslide, Earthquake). Such disaster causes lots 

of life. Detection of alive person can save his life. 

Conventional methods to detect the trapped person under 

rubble such as the utilization of dogs and optical devices [1], 

are not effective when victim trapped under the multiple buried 

layers or the alive persons are very weak to respond to the 

rescue team. Therefore there is need for constructing a life 

detection system to find and search the location of trapped 

person as early as possible. A microwave life detection system 

which operates at the X-band (10 GHz) for such a purposed 

was constructed in1980 [2], [3].  

In this paper, a life detection system is designed for operating 

at 1150MHz. The various parts of system such as power 

amplifier, low noise amplifier, directional coupler are designed 

and simulated by using Proteus software. An overall 

performance of system is simulated using ADS2003A software 

and Microwave Office software.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

To conduct rapid rescue operation there is a need for 

timely information on the exact position of trapped human and 

information on the state of victim health. The concept of 

microwave life detection system was emerged with the 

development in the system for rescue operation. Initially dogs 

are use to detect the person but they only detects dead persons 

then optical devices but they need expert to handle and 

monitor them. The rescue robots are also used for rescue deep 

aside but they unable to trapped once they go out of range. 

The history of  “Revolutionary System to detect Human 

Being Buried Under the Rubble” starts with K. M. Chen who 

brings out the concept of detection of buried victims using 

microwave beam in 1985[4]. After the detailed study of 

microwave signals and Doppler’s effect, Ku Mem chen had 

been proposed including the basic principle for the operation 

of life detection system in 1991[5]. A Low Power Hand-Held 

Microwave Device for the Detection of Trapped Human 

Personnel by W. S. Haddad in 1997[6]. The device, called the 

Rubble Rescue Radar (RRR) incorporates Micropower 

Impulse Radar technology which was developed at Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory over the few years. In 2003 

P.K. Banerjee and A. Sengupta proposed the basic block 

diagram for the clutter cancellation system. In 2004, there was 

a concept of three band radar system proposed by M. 

Bimpas[7]. 

The researcher put their effort to study the various effect  

various bands of microwave signals and depending upon this, 

a system which detect human being with ka-band with double 

sidebands have been proposed, in 2006. It states that a short 

wavelength of ka-band increases the sensitivity of antenna 

which will detect the small body vibration [10]. A paper on 

‘An X-band microwave life detection system’ has been 

presented by Huey Ru in 2007. In this paper author present the 

idea of detecting human being located behind the wall using a 

microwave signal [8].The phase change of a reflected 

microwave signal will provide the precious information about 

the buried victim’s heartbeat as well as breathing [9]. A rescue 

radar system is proposed by M. Donelli in 2011. In radar 

system a SAW oscillator is used to generate 10GHz frequency 

signals. While receiving through patch antenna the signal is 
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process by the ICA (Independent Component Algorithm)[2].  

     

III. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE OF DOPPLER 

FREQUENCY RADAR 

 

The principle of detection is firstly, microwave signals are 

send through rubble to detect signs of a live life. Microwave 

having the property to penetrate through rubble and reflect 

back from object. These objects include alive person. When 

the beam hits the body, the signal reflected with additional 

modulation which created by movement of alive person body. 

So, the received reflected signals show the presence of alive 

human inside the rubble. 

  Fig.1. depicts the block diagram and signal flow of 

Doppler radar system is used to detect periodic target motion 

of an object. A resident wave of frequency is related to the 

Doppler frequency and the reflected waves of the object. To 

extract the Doppler shift frequency, the reflected wave is 

multiply by the signal radiated to the target object. Then the 

output of system is filtered by low pass filter with cutoff 

frequency about 4Hz.  

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

We proposed “An Intelligent Life Detection System” to 

detect human being buried under rubble by making use of 

radio frequency is introduced.  A microwave life detection 

system which operates at the X-band (8-10 GHz) for such a 

purposed was constructed in1980 [1], [5].  The ability and use 

of X-Band frequency to detect and search for the humans 

buried under rubble or collapsed building or laid behind 

multiple barriers has been investigated. Based on the 

movement and fluctuation of heart of a human under various 

layers of barriers and the detection ability of X-Band 

frequency a system has been proposed. This system operating 

at 10.525GHz can remotely detect the behavior of the trapped 

alive person. The operation principle is based on the X-Band 

frequency wave reflected   from the period moving part of a 

living person body such as heart or lungs. In this paper various 

parts of the intelligent life detection system such as X-band 

motion detector, PIC-Controller, power amplifier and low 

noise amplifier and intelligent life detection system software 

introduced. In addition, by using the Proteus simulated 

software, an overall performance of system has been 

investigated.  

 

                 

 

 

 

 

                     

                      Alive person 

Fig 2. System Architecture 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

 The proposed system will search and rescue the alive 

person under the rubble or collapsed building in minimum 

time and saves precious life. It will remotely controlled.  
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